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In the framework of the chiral quark model, we investigate theQqq̄ q̄ (Q ¼ c, b and q ¼ u, d) tetraquark
system with two structures: Qq̄-qq̄ and Qq-q̄ q̄. The bound-state calculation shows that for the single
channel, there is no evidence for any bound state below the minimum threshold in both cqq̄ q̄ and bqq̄ q̄
systems. However, after coupling all channels of two structures, we obtain a bound state below the
minimum threshold in the cqq̄ q̄ system with the energy of 1998 MeV, and the quantum number is
IJP ¼ 1

2
0þ. Meanwhile, in the bqq̄ q̄ system, two bound states with energies of 5414 MeVand 5456 MeV

are obtained, and the quantum numbers are IJP ¼ 1
2
0þ and IJP ¼ 1

2
1þ, respectively. Besides, we also

employ the real-scaling method to search for resonance states in the cqq̄ q̄ and bqq̄ q̄ systems.
Unfortunately, no genuine resonance states were obtained in both systems. We suggest future experiments
to search for these three possible bound states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is full of challenges and opportunities to search for
exotic states. So far, many tetraquark and pentaquark
states containing heavy quarks have been observed, such
as Tcc [1], Xð3872Þ [2], Xð4140Þ [3], Pcð4380Þ [4], and so
on. These states allow us to deepen our understanding of
nonperturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and
hadronic interactions.
In 2016, the D0 Collaboration [5] reported a new state

Xð5568Þ, which is a good candidate for an exotic tetra-
quark state because of the four different flavor components
(u, d, s, and b). Unfortunately, subsequent experiments
from LHCb [6], CDF [7], CMS [8], and ATLAS [9]
Collaborations are not confirmed. On the theoretical side,
some works support the existence of Xð5568Þ [10–19],
while others argue against it [20–25].
Additional fully open flavor tetraquark states are

X0ð2900Þ and X1ð2900Þ with the quark components

udc̄ s̄, which were first reported by LHCb Collaboration
in the D−Kþ invariant mass distributions of the decay
process Bþ → DþD−K− channel [26,27]. The spin-parity
of the two states are JP ¼ 0þ and 1−, respectively. Their
masses and widths are

MX0ð2900Þ ¼ 2866� 7 MeV;

ΓX0ð2900Þ ¼ 57� 13 MeV;

MX1ð2900Þ ¼ 2904� 5 MeV;

ΓX1ð2900Þ ¼ 110� 12 MeV:

These two states have attracted a great deal of interest from
theorists, and various interpretations have been proposed.
Actually, before the experiment, R. Molina, T. Branz, and E.
Oset [28] predicted the existence of D̄�K� molecular state at
the energy around 2900 MeV. After the LHCb observation,
they updated it in Ref. [29]. Besides, in the framework of
quark delocalization color screening model [30], QCD sum
rule [31], quasipotential Bethe–Salpeter equation approach
[32], and effective Lagrangian approach [33], the authors
explained X0ð2900Þ as an S-wave D̄�K� molecular state.
But, in Refs. [34,35], they interpreted the X0ð2900Þ as an
isosinglet compact tetraquark. In Ref. [36], the authors
considered the X0ð2900Þ as a resonance state. For the
X1ð2900Þ, in Ref. [37], Huang et al. interpret it as a P-wave
D�K̄� molecule. References [38,39] argue that X1ð2900Þ is
a P-wave diquak-antidiquark state. Moreover, the produc-
tion and decay properties of these states were investigated.
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In Ref. [40,41], they argue that the isospins ofX0ð2900Þ and
X1ð2900Þ can be investigated by B → DX�;0

0;1 decays.
Besides, in 2023, LHCb Collaboration announced

two new resonant states, T0
cs̄ð2900Þ and Tþþ

cs̄ ð2900Þ,
in the decays B0 → D̄0Dþ

s π
− and Bþ → D−Dþ

s π
þ [42].

The minimal quark contents of two new states are
cs̄qq̄ðq ¼ u; dÞ. The masses and widths of these two
resonant states are 2.908� 0.011� 0.020 GeV and
0.136� 0.023� 0.011 GeV, respectively. Moreover, the
quantum numbers of both states were determined to be
IJP ¼ 10þ. In Ref. [43], utilizing the two-point sum rule
method, the authors suggest that T0

cs̄ð2900Þ and Tþþ
cs̄ ð2900Þ

may be modeled as molecules D�þ
s ρ− and D�þ

s ρþ, respec-
tively. In a coupled-channel approach, the Tcs̄0ð2900Þ were
explained as a bound/virtual state [44]. In addition to the
molecular states explanation, in Refs. [45,46], the authors
argue that the two states are compact tetraquark state. More
results and discussions are given in Refs. [47–51].
Inspired by the charm (bottom)-strange tetraquark states,

as mentioned above, it is natural to investigate the existence
of tetraquarks with one heavy and three light quarks. As is
commonly believed, QCD is a fundamental theory of the
strong interaction. However, the low energy physics of
QCD is much harder to calculate directly from QCD.
Various theoretical methods have been proposed to solve
this problem, such as Lattice QCD [52], quark delocaliza-
tion color screening model [53], QCD sum rule [54], and
so on.
In addition to these methods, the chiral quark model

(ChQM) is also a typical approach, which can well describe
hadron-hadron interaction [55] and has been successfully
employed to explain some tetraquark [56], pantaquark [57],
and hexaquark states [58]. In this work, we use the
chiral quark model to systematically investigate the
Qqq̄ q̄ (Q ¼ c, b and q ¼ u, d) system with the help of
Gaussian expansion method (GEM) [59]. GEM is a
universal few-body calculation method, which can be used
to consider the relative motion between any two quarks, and
the Gaussian wave function is used to expand the relative
wave function so that the structure of the multiquark system
can be obtained. For example, for the tetraquark system in
Ref. [60], Xð3872Þ was investigated with the help of GEM
and the results shown that Xð3872Þ can be described as a
mixing state of the dominant charmonium state (70%) and
meson-meson component (30%). For the pentaquark system
in Ref. [61], Ωð2012Þ was suggested to be a Ξ�K̄ molecular
state with quantum number of IJP ¼ 0ð3

2
Þ− by the help of

the GEM. The calculated distances between quarks confirm
the molecular nature of the state. For the dibaryon system in
Ref. [58], GEM was employed to explore the structure of
d�ð2380Þ. The radius of d�ð2380Þ was around 0.8 fm,
which indicated that it is a compact hexaquark state.
Besides, Gang Yang and J. Segovia [62] also employed
the GEM to investigate Xð6900Þ and interpreted it as a
resonance state with IJP ¼ 0þ or 2þ. In Ref. [63], with

GEM, the authors calculated the mass shifts, probabilities of
the Bmeson continuum, S-Dmixing angles, and strong and
dielectric decay widths. Their results show that both S-D
mixing and the B meson continuum can contribute to the
suppression of the vector meson’s dielectric decay width.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II gives

a brief description of the quark model and wave functions.
Section III is devoted to the numerical results and dis-
cussions. The summary is shown in the last section.

II. MODEL AND WAVE FUNCTIONS

A. Chiral quark model

In this paper, the chiral quark model (ChQM) has been
employed to investigate theQqq̄ q̄ (Q ¼ c, b and q ¼ u, d)
tetraquark system. The details of the model can be found in
Refs. [64–66]. Here we just present the Hamiltonian of the
chiral quark model, £

H¼
X4
i¼1

�
miþ

p2
i

2mi

�
−TCMþ

X4
j>i¼1

ðVC
ijþVG

ijþVχ
ijÞ; ð1Þ

where mi is the constituent mass of quark (antiquark); pi is
the momentum of the quark; TCM is the center-of-mass
kinetic energy; VC

ij and VG
ij are the color confinement and

one-gluon-exchange interactions; and Vχ
ij contains the

Goldstone boson and scalar σ exchange potential.
In this work, we focus on the S-wave Qqq̄ q̄ (Q ¼ c, b

and q ¼ u, d) states, so the tensor force interaction is not
included. For the color confinement, the quadratic form is
used here,

VC
ij ¼ ð−acr2ij − ΔÞλci · λcj ; ð2Þ

where ac and Δ are model parameters, and λci is the color
Gell–Mann matrices.
One-gluon exchange potential consists of two parts,

coulomb and color-magetism interactions,

VG
ij ¼

αs
4
λci · λ

c
j

�
1

rij
−

2π

3mimj
σi · σjδðrijÞ

�
;

δðrijÞ ¼
e−rij=r0ðμijÞ

4πrijr20ðμijÞ
; r0ðμijÞ ¼

r0
μij

; ð3Þ

where μij is the reduced mass between two quarks; σ means
the SU(2) Pauli matrices; and αs is an effective scale-
dependent running coupling,

αsðμijÞ ¼
α0

ln ½ðμ2ij þ μ20Þ=Λ2
0�
: ð4Þ

In the Qqq̄ q̄ (Q ¼ c, b and q ¼ u, d) system, there is no
Kaon exchange potential due to the absence of s quark.
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Therefore, for the meson exchange potentials (Vχ
ij), the

specific forms are as follows:

Vπ
ij ¼

g2ch
4π

m2
π

12mimj

Λ2
π

Λ2
π −m2

π
mπvπij

X3
a¼1

λai λ
a
j ;

Vη
ij ¼

g2ch
4π

m2
η

12mimj

Λ2
η

Λ2
η −m2

η
mηv

η
ij

½λ8i λ8j cos θP − λ0i λ
0
j sin θP�;

Vσ
ij ¼ −

g2ch
4π

Λ2
σ

Λ2
σ −m2

σ
mσ

�
YðmσrijÞ −

Λσ

mσ
YðΛσrijÞ

�
;

vχij ¼
�
YðmχrijÞ −

Λ3
χ

m3
χ
YðΛχrijÞ

�
σi · σj;

χ ¼ π; η; YðxÞ ¼ e−x=x; ð5Þ

where YðxÞ ¼ e−x=x is the standard Yukawa function; mπ

andmη are the masses of SUð3ÞGoldstone bosons, taken to
be their experimental values; mσ is determined by the
PCAC (partial conservation of axial-vector current) relation
m2

σ ≈m2
π þ 4m2

u;d; Λχ and Λσ represent the cutoff; and gch
is the coupling constant for chiral field, which is deter-
mined from the NNπ coupling constant through

g2ch
4π

¼
�
3

5

�
2 g2πNN

4π

m2
u;d

m2
N
: ð6Þ

It is well known that pion exchange would lead to a delta
term in the spatial potential. When a pointlike particle is
considered, the delta term is indeed present in the pion
exchange potential. However, the calculation of the tetra-
quark system cannot be considered as a pointlike particle.
In Ref. [67], the authors give the delta term expression of
the pion exchange potential as:

δπðbÞ ¼ −4
Λ2

Λ2 − μ2
f2πq
4πμ2

ffiffiffi
2

π

r
1

b

×

�
μ2
�
1 −

ffiffiffi
π

p �
μbffiffiffi
2

p
�
eμ

2b2=2erfc

�
μbffiffiffi
2

p
��

− ðμ ↔ ΛÞ
�
: ð7Þ

In our work, we can obtain an expression similar to Eq. (7)
when we solve the standard Yukawa function.
For the σ meson, there is currently a debate. For several

decades, researchers have been studying the properties of
the σ meson. Calculations in the GI model [68] suggest that
the mass of the 0þþ qq̄ state is much more than the mass
reported from experiment. By employing two valence
quarks and two antiquarks, Jaffe was able to effectively
create a color-neutral resonance and shows that this con-
figuration can result in a nonet of light scalar-isoscalar

mesons [69]. Recently, a drawback has been found in the
pure tetraquark picture, because Weinberg has shown that
the tetraquark is as narrow as traditional mesons in the
Nc → limit. Currently, there is a theoretical tendency to
consider the σ meson as a mixed state of two quarks and
four quarks, seen in the review [70], similar to the mixed
state ofXð3872Þ (composed of cc̄þDD̄�) [60]. In addition,
there is a view that σ is generated by ππ interaction. Based
on this picture, the coupling constants of σ and other
hadrons have been calculated in the framework of the
one-boson-exchange model [71]. In this work, the resulting
effective coupling constant can be used to describe the
interactions between light hadrons and other hadrons via σ
exchange.
At the early stage, nucleon-nucleon interactions and

nucleon-nucleon scattering have been investigated by using
constituent quark model. In Ref. [72], the authors found
when only the exchange of one-gluon and the confinement
potential are considered, the quark-cluster model lacks of
enough medium- and long-range force to produce the
nucleon-nucleon interaction. The long-range part can be
solved by introducing a direct coupling between quarks and
pions, but for the medium-range part, one usually considers
a sigmalike exchange potential between the two interacting
baryons. This is a phenomenological approach.
In 1994, Zong-ye Zhang et al. [73] studied the baryon-

baryon interaction in a modified model, in which besides the
confinement and one-gluon exchange potentials, the pseu-
doscalar mesons and sigma meson exchanges were included
as the nonperturbative effect. Using this interaction they
studied the binding energy of the deuteron, the nucleon-
nucleon scattering phase shifts and the hyperon-nucleon
cross section, and the results were reasonably consistent
with experiments. Besides, in Ref. [74], Dai et al. showed
that the vector meson exchange potential could substitute
one-gluon exchange potential to explain repulsive core of
the nucleon-nucleon interaction. Therefore, the role of the
vector meson exchange might be replaced by one-gluon
exchange interaction. So, here we have not added the vector
meson exchange potential to avoid double counting.
The other symbols in the above expressions have their

usual meanings. All model parameters, which are deter-
mined by fitting the meson spectrum, are from the work
[75], as shown in Table I.

B. The wave function of the Qqq̄ q̄ system

For the Qqq̄ q̄ system, meson-meson and diquark-anti-
diquark (replaced byQq̄-qq̄ andQq-q̄ q̄ after) structures are
considered, as shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1(a) represents the
Qq̄-qq̄ structure and (b) means the Qq-q̄ q̄ structure. The
wave function of both structures consist of four parts: orbit,
spin, flavor, and color wave functions. In addition, the wave
function of each part is constructed by coupling two
subcluster wave functions. Thus, the wave function for
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each channel will be the tensor product of orbit (jRii), spin
(jSji), color (jCki), and flavor (jFli) components,

jijkli ¼ A½jRii ⊗ jSji ⊗ jCki ⊗ jFli�; ð8Þ

where A is the antisymmetrization operator. For the Qqq̄ q̄
system, A ¼ 1 − P24.
For the orbit wave function, the total wave function

consists of two subcluster orbit wave functions and the
relative motion wave function between two subclusters.
Since we are interested in the S-wave system, we put all the
orbital angular momenta equal to zero. Here, the magnetic
quantum number (M ¼ 0) is omitted.

jR1i ¼ ½ ½Ψl1ðr12ÞΨl2ðr34Þ�l12ΨLr
ðr1234Þ�LML

;

jR2i ¼ ½ ½Ψl1ðr13ÞΨl2ðr24Þ�l12ΨLr
ðr1324Þ�LML

; ð9Þ

where the bracket “[ ]” indicates angular momentum
coupling, and the “L”means total orbit angular momentum
coupled by “Lr,” relative motion angular momentum,
and “l12” coupled by “l1” and “l2,” subcluster angular
momenta. In addition, we use “jR1i” to denote meson-
meson structure while “jR2i” denotes diquark-antidiquark

structure. In Gaussian expansion method (GEM), the
radial part of spatial wave function is expanded by
Gaussians [59]:

RðrÞ ¼
Xnmax

n¼1

cnψG
nlmðrÞ; ð10aÞ

ψG
nlmðrÞ ¼ Nnlrle−νnr

2

Ylmðr̂Þ; ð10bÞ

where Nnl are normalization constants,

Nnl ¼
�
2lþ2ð2νnÞlþ3

2ffiffiffi
π

p ð2lþ 1Þ
�1

2

: ð11Þ

cn are the variational parameters, which are determined
dynamically. The Gaussian size parameters are chosen
according to the following geometric progression

νn ¼
1

r2n
; rn ¼ r1an−1; a ¼

�
rnmax

r1

� 1
nmax−1

: ð12Þ

This procedure enables optimization of the ranges using
just a small number of Gaussians.
For the spin wave functions, there is no difference

between quark and antiquark. The meson-meson structure
has the same total spin as the diquark-antidiquark structure.
The spin wave functions of the cluster are shown below.

χσ11 ¼ αα; χσ10 ¼
1ffiffiffi
2

p ðαβ þ βαÞ;

χσ1−1 ¼ ββ; χσ00 ¼
1ffiffiffi
2

p ðαβ − βαÞ: ð13Þ

According to the Clebsch–Gordan coefficient table, total
spin wave function can be written below.

jS1i ¼ χσ10 ¼ χσ00χ
σ
00;

jS2i ¼ χσ20 ¼
ffiffiffi
1

3

r
ðχσ11χσ1−1 − χσ10χ

σ
10 þ χσ1−1χ

σ
11Þ;

jS3i ¼ χσ11 ¼ χσ00χ
σ
11;

jS4i ¼ χσ21 ¼ χσ11χ
σ
00;

jS5i ¼ χσ31 ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p ðχσ11χσ10 − χσ10χ
σ
11Þ;

jS6i ¼ χσ12 ¼ χσ11χ
σ
11; ð14Þ

where the subscript of “χσiS ” denotes total spin of the
tretraquark, and the superscript is the index of the spin
function with fixed S.
The flavor wave functions of the subclusters for two

structures are shown below,FIG. 1. Configuations of Qqq̄ q̄ (Q ¼ c, b) tetraquarks.

TABLE I. Quark model parameters (mπ ¼ 0.7, mσ ¼ 3.42,
mη ¼ 2.77 (unit: fm−1) ).

Quark masses mu ¼ md (MeV) 313
mc (MeV) 1728
mb (MeV) 5112

Goldstone bosons Λπ ¼ Λσðfm−1Þ 4.2
Ληðfm−1Þ 5.2
g2ch=ð4πÞ 0.54
θpð °Þ −15

Confinement ac (MeV · fm−2) 101
Δ (MeV) −78.3

OGE α0 3.67
Λ0ðfm−1Þ 0.033
μ0 (MeV) 36.976
r̂0 (MeV) 28.17
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χfm1
2
1
2

¼Qd̄; χfm1
2
−1
2

¼−Qū; χfm11 ¼ ud̄;

χfm10 ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p ð−uūþdd̄Þ; χfm00 ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p ð−uū−dd̄Þ; ð15Þ

χfd1
2
1
2

¼ Qd; χfd1
2
−1
2

¼ Qu; χfd11 ¼ d̄ d̄;

χfd00 ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p ðū d̄−d̄ ūÞ; χfd10 ¼ −
1ffiffiffi
2

p ðū d̄þd̄ ūÞ; ð16Þ

where Q ¼ c, b and the subscripts of χfmðdÞ
I are the isospin

and its third component. The total flavor wave functions
can be written as,

jF1i ¼ χfm1
2

¼
ffiffiffi
2

3

r
χfm11 χ

fm
1
2
−1
2

−
ffiffiffi
1

3

r
χfm10 χ

fm
1
2
1
2

;

jF2i ¼ χfm1
2

¼ χfm1
2
1
2

χfm00 ;

jF3i ¼ χfm3
2

¼ χfm11 χ
fm
1
2
1
2

;

jF4i ¼ χfd1
2

¼
ffiffiffi
2

3

r
χfd11χ

fd
1
2
−1
2

−
ffiffiffi
1

3

r
χfd10χ

fd
1
2
1
2

;

jF5i ¼ χfd1
2

¼ χfd1
2
1
2

χfd00 ;

jF6i ¼ χfd3
2

¼ χfd11χ
fd
1
2
1
2

; ð17Þ

where the subscript of χfmðdÞ
I is the total isospin.

The colorless tetraquark system has four color structures,
including 1 ⊗ 1, 8 ⊗ 8, 3̄ ⊗ 3, and 6 ⊗ 6̄,

jC1i ¼ χm1
1⊗1 ¼

1ffiffiffi
9

p ðr̄rr̄rþ r̄rḡgþ r̄rb̄bþ ḡgr̄rþ ḡgḡg

þ ḡgb̄bþ b̄br̄rþ b̄bḡgþ b̄bb̄bÞ;

jC2i ¼ χm2
8⊗8 ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p

12
ð3b̄rr̄bþ 3ḡrr̄gþ 3b̄gḡbþ 3ḡbb̄g

þ 3r̄gḡrþ 3r̄bb̄rþ 2r̄rr̄rþ 2ḡgḡgþ 2b̄bb̄b− r̄rḡg

− ḡgr̄r− b̄bḡg− b̄br̄r− ḡgb̄b− r̄rb̄bÞ;

jC3i ¼ χd1
3̄⊗3

¼
ffiffiffi
3

p

6
ðrgr̄ ḡ−rgḡ r̄þgrḡ r̄−grr̄ ḡþrbr̄ b̄;

− rbb̄ r̄þbrb̄ r̄−brr̄ b̄þgbḡ b̄−gbb̄ ḡ

þ bgb̄ ḡ−bgḡ b̄Þ;

jC4i ¼ χd2
6⊗6̄

¼
ffiffiffi
6

p

12
ð2rrr̄ r̄þ2ggḡ ḡþ2bbb̄ b̄þrgr̄ ḡ

þ rgḡ r̄þgrḡ r̄þgrr̄ ḡþrbr̄ b̄þrbb̄ r̄þbrb̄ r̄

þ brr̄ b̄þgbḡ b̄þgbb̄ ḡþbgb̄ ḡþbgḡ b̄Þ; ð18Þ

where jC1i, jC2i, jC3i, and jC4i represent color singlet-
singlet (1 ⊗ 1), color octet-octet (8 ⊗ 8), color triplet-
antitriplet (3̄ ⊗ 3), and color sextet-antisextet (6 ⊗ 6̄) wave
functions, respectively. The state with color wave function

jC1i is color-singlet channel, and the one with jC2i, jC3i, or
jC4i is hidden-color channel.
Finally, we can acquire the total wave functions by

substituting the wave functions of the orbital, the spin, the
flavor, and the color parts into Eq. (8) according to the
definite quantum number of the system.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The S-wave low-lying states of Qqq̄ q̄ (Q ¼ c, b and
q ¼ u, d) tetraquark systems are systematically investi-
gated with both Qq̄-qq̄ and Qq-q̄ q̄ configurations in the
framework of ChQM. The channel coupling of the two
configurations are considered. Since we are focused on the
S-wave states, the orbital angular momentum is set to be
zero. The spin quantum number of theQqq̄ q̄ system can be
0,1, and 2, so the total angular momentum can be J ¼ 0, 1,
and 2 for this system. The isospin of the Q (c, b) quark is
zero. It follows that the isospin of the Qq̄ðQqÞ can only be
1
2
, while the isospin of qq̄ðq̄ q̄Þ can be 0 or 1. In this way, the
quantum number of the Qqq̄ q̄ tetraquark system can
be IJP ¼ 1

2
0þ; 1

2
1þ; 1

2
2þ; 3

2
0þ; 3

2
1þ; 3

2
2þ.

In the Qqq̄ q̄ system, we call a color-single state as the
scattering state if its energy is above the corresponding
threshold. In contrast, a bound state is available if its
energy is below the corresponding threshold. For hidden-
color channels, which are bound due to their internal color
interactions, they can decay to the corresponding color-
singlet threshold, possibly forming a color structure
resonance state. Besides, if the energy of the hidden-color
channel is below the minimum color-singlet threshold, it is
also a bound state.

A. cqq̄ q̄ system

The energies of the cqq̄ q̄ tetraquark systems for both
cq̄-qq̄ and cq-q̄ q̄ structures, as well as the channel
coupling of these two structures are listed in Table II.
For the IJP ¼ 1

2
0þ system, there are eight channels (four

color singlet-singlet channels and four color octet-octet
channels) of cq̄ − qq̄ structure and four channels (two color
triplet-antitriplet channels and two sextet-antisextet chan-
nels) of cq-q̄ q̄ structure. From Table II we can see that the
energy of each single channel is above the corresponding
theoretical threshold. When we couple eight channels of
cq̄-qq̄ structure, the lowest energy of the system is still
above the lowest threshold of the channel πD.
For the cq-q̄ q̄ structure, the energy of each channel is

several hundred MeVs higher than the minimum color
single channel (πD). By coupling with these four channels,
the energy of 2437 MeV is obtained, which is still much
higher than the minimum threshold (πD). These results are
qualitatively consistent with those in Ref. [76], the work of
which study the nnn̄ c̄ (n ¼ u, d) system with the nn-n̄ c̄
structure in the framework of an extended relativized quark
model. However, quantitatively, the energy obtained in this
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work is lower than that in Ref. [76]. On the one hand, we
add the Goldstone boson exchange interaction terms, which
provide attractive interactions in the cq-q̄ q̄ system. On the
other hand, the lowest energy of this system is obtained by
coupling four channels, as listed in Table II, while in
Ref. [76], the minimum energy is obtained by coupling two
channels, which are j½nn�3̄0ðn̄c̄30Þi0 and j½nn�6̄1ðn̄c̄61Þi0.
Then, the channel coupling is calculated for all the twelve

channels and the energy of 1988 MeV is obtained, which is
4 MeV lower than the minimum threshold (2002 MeV).
This means channel-coupling effects are important for the
formation of bound states. Besides, we also calculate the
contributions of each term in the Hamilton and the root-
mean-square (rms) distances in the IJP ¼ 1

2
0þ system,

which are listed in Table III. The energy contribution values
in the table come from the difference between the con-
tribution of each term in the tetraquark system and the sum
of its contributions in the two individual mesons. From
Table III, we can see that the kinetic and η-meson exchange
terms provide repulsive interactions while the other terms
provide attractive interactions. However, the attractive
contribution is larger than the repulsive one, which provides
the conditions for the IJP ¼ 1

2
0þ system to form a bound

state. Moreover, for the bound state at the energy 1998MeV,
we label the quarks sequentially as 1, 2, 3, 4 (see Fig. 1).
Since quarks 2 and 4 are identical particles, we cannot
identify them. Therefore, for r12 and r14, we obtained the
same rms values. In fact, this value is the average of the c

TABLE II. The energies of the cqq̄ q̄ system. FiSjCk stands for the index of flavor, spin, and color wave functions, respectively. Eth
means the threshold of corresponding channel, Esc is the energy of every single channel, Ecc shows the energy by channel coupling of
one certain configuration, and Emix is the lowest energy of the system by coupling all channels of both configurations. (unit: MeV).

IJP FiSjCk Channel Eth Esc Ecc Emix IJP FiSjCk Channel Eth Esc Ecc Emix

1
2
0þ 111 πD 2002 2004 2003 1998 1

2
1þ 131 πD� 2119 2121 2121 2120

211 ηD 2532 2535 241 ωD 2564 2567
221 ωD� 2682 2685 141 ρD 2635 2637
121 ρD� 2753 2756 231 ηD� 2650 2652

251 ωD� 2682 2685
151 ρD� 2753 2756

112 ½π�8½D�8 2968 132 ½ω�8½D�8 2952
212 ½η�8½D�8 3108 242 ½ρ�8½D�8 2987
222 ½ω�8½D��8 2819 142 ½π�8½D��8 2970
122 ½ρ�8½D��8 2812 232 ½η�8½D��8 3096

252 ½ω�8½D��8 2876
152 ½ρ�8½D��8 2908

423 ½cq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 3037 2437 433 ½cq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 2955 2522
513 ½cq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 2514 543 ½cq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 2555
414 ½cq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 3054 453 ½cq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 3017
524 ½cq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 2854 534 ½cq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 3018

554 ½cq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 2935
444 ½cq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 3043

IJP FiSjCk Channel Eth Esc Ecc Emix IJP FiSjCk Channel Eth Esc Ecc Emix
1
2
2þ 261 ωD� 2682 2685 2685 2685 3

2
0þ 311 πD 2002 2004 2004 2004

161 ρD� 2753 2755 321 ρD� 2753 2756
262 ½ω�8½D��8 2999 312 ½π�8½D�8 3018
162 ½ρ�8½D��8 3059 322 ½ρ�8½D��8 2918
463 ½cq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 2972 2972 623 ½cq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 3054 2838
564 ½cq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 3071 614 ½cq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 2903

IJP FiSjCk Channel Eth Esc Ecc Emix IJP FiSjCk Channel Eth Esc Ecc Emix
3
2
1þ 331 πD� 2119 2122 2122 2122 3

2
2þ 361 ρD� 2753 2756 2756 2756

341 ρD 2635 2638
351 ρD� 2753 2756
332 ½π�8½D��8 2998 362 ½ρ�8½D��8 3051
342 ½ρ�8½D�8 3018
352 ½ρ�8½D��8 2950
633 ½cq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 2952 2875 663 ½cq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 3036 3036
653 ½cq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 2955
644 ½cq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 3043
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quark and two q̄ quarks. The rms between the q̄ and q̄
quarks (r24) in the tetraquark is 2.56 fm and the mean value
for the q and q̄ (r23 or r34) is 1.85 fm. Using a triangular
approximation (r234 ¼ ðr2re þ r224Þ=2), where rre is the real
rms of r34, we can obtain a cluster of one meson (qq̄) with a
distance of about 0.54 fm, which is close to the rms we
calculated for this meson alone. In the same way, the real
rms of cq̄ meson is about 0.38 fm. Thus, the distance
between two quarks from different clumps is larger than
2 fm but the rms within the same cluster is around 0.5 fm,
suggesting that the two clumps are separated by a wide
distance. Moreover, we can see from the composition that
the main component of this bound state is the Dπ (98%)
molecular state. From these two aspects, we propose the
bound state dominated by the molecular structure.
In order to study the effect of the cutoff on the binding

energy, we take different cutoffs to calculate the change in
the binding energy. Firstly, we fix the cutoff of Λη ¼
5.2 fm−1 and gradually decrease the values of Λπ and Λσ

from 5.768 fm−1 to 2.16 fm−1. When Λπ ¼Λσ ¼3.5 fm−1,
the binding energy of cqq̄ q̄ with IJP ¼ 1=20þ is less than
1 MeV. When Λπ , Λσ continues to decrease, this system
changes from a bound state to a scattering state. For a
fixed value of Λπ ¼ Λσ ¼ 4.2 fm−1, the cut-off value of
Λη decreases from 5.768 fm−1 to 2.16 fm−1. The binding
energy keeps increasing, reaching about 5 MeV at
Λη ¼ 2.16 fm−1. As can be seen from the above results,
the binding energy is relatively sensitive to the cutoff.
Actually, we generally treat these cut-off values as fixed
and the cut-off values are from Ref. [77].
For the IJP ¼ 1

2
1þ system, the energy of each single

channel is higher than the corresponding threshold. cq̄-qq̄
structure and cq-q̄ q̄ structure are coupled separately, and
the energies of both structures are 2121 and 2522 MeV,
which are above the minimum threshold (2119 MeV).
Then, channel coupling of two structures has been per-
formed and the energy Emix ¼ 2120 MeV is obtained,
which is still higher than the threshold. Therefore, no
bound state below the minimum threshold is found for the
IJP ¼ 01þ system.
For the IJP ¼ 1

2
2þ and IJP ¼ 3

2
0þ systems, both of them

have four cq̄-qq̄ channels and two cq-q̄ q̄ channels. Neither
the single channel nor the channel-coupling energies are
below the corresponding threshold. Therefore, for both
systems, no bound states below the minimum thresh-
old exist.

For the IJP ¼ 3
2
1þ system, there are nine channels, of

which three are color-singlet, three are color-octet, and the
remaining three are diquark-antidiquark channels. The
single-channel and the channel-coupling calculations tell
us that no bound states fall below the minimum threshold.
For the IJP ¼ 3

2
2þ system, the energy of each single

channel is above the threshold of the ρD�. The channel
coupling cannot help too much. So there is no bound state
below the threshold (2753 MeV) for this system, either.
According to the above discussion, there is only one

bound state with the binding energy −4 MeV for the IJP ¼
1
2
0þ in the cqq̄ q̄ system. However, it is possible for the

hidden-color channels to be resonance states, because
the colorful subclusters cannot fall apart directly due to
the color confinement. To check the possibility, we carry
out a stabilization method, also named as a real-scaling
method, which has proven to be a valuable tool for
estimating the metastable energies of electron-atom, elec-
tron-molecule, and atom-diatom complexes [78].
In this approach, a factor α is used to scale the finite

volume. As α increases, the false resonances will decay into
the corresponding threshold channels, while the genuine
resonances repeatedly appear as avoid-crossing structure
(as shown in Fig. 2). This method has been successfully
applied to the tetraquark system [56], petaquark system
[79], and so on. It is important to note that for a genuine
resonance state, its avoid-crossing structure is formed by a
resonance line and a scattering line. However, if there are a
large number of coupled channels, the avoid-crossing

TABLE III. Contributions of all potentials to the binding energy (unit: MeV) and root-mean-square distances (unit: fm) in the cqq̄ q̄
system.

IJP Energy Kinetic Conf OGE π η σ B.E r12 r13 r14 r23 r24 r34
1
2
0þ 1998 50.8 −1.9 −13.6 −23.4 1.0 −16.9 −4 1.83 2.52 1.83 1.85 2.56 1.85

FIG. 2. The shape of the resonance in the real-scaling method.
Taken from Ref. [78].
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structure is also formed due to the different rates of the
scattering channel descending to the threshold line. We can
further estimate whether it is a genuine resonance state by
calculating the rms radius. It is important to note that for
scattering states it is not square integrable in infinite space,
but our calculations are performed in finite space, so a rms
distance can be obtained. However, the rms distance of the
scattering state will change with increasing space, while the
rms distance of the resonance state will remain constant. By
calculating the rms distance and the composition, we can

estimate whether the avoid-crossing structure is a genuine
resonance state.
In this work, the value of α ranges from 1 to 3 to see if

there is any resonance state. The results of the cqq̄ q̄
tetraquark systems with IJP ¼ 1

2
0þ; 1

2
1þ; 1

2
2þ; 3

2
0þ; 3

2
1þ;

3
2
2þ are shown in Figs. 3–8, respectively. We mark the

threshold in the red horizontal line and the genuine reso-
nance state or a bound state in the blue horizontal line.
For the cqq̄ q̄ system with IJP ¼ 1

2
0þ in Fig. 3, it is clear

that the red horizontal lines located at the corresponding
physical threshold of five channels πD, ηD, ωD�, ρD�, and
πDð2SÞ. The blue horizontal line is the bound state at the
energy 1998 MeV. Near energies 2780 MeVand 2926 MeV,
the avoid-crossing structure is repeated. However, their
main components are scattering states (more than 80%) and
the rms distance will be larger than 6 fm with the expansion
of space. So, we conclude that both of them are false
resonance states. In this way, there is no resonance state for
this system.
For the IJP ¼ 1

2
1þ system, in Fig. 4, seven red horizontal

lines from bottom to top represent the thresholds of
channels πD�, ωD, ρD, ηD�, ωD�, ρD�, and πD�ð2SÞ,
respectively. The situation is similar to IJP ¼ 1

2
0þ system,

so there is no genuine resonance state in this system.
For the IJP ¼ 1

2
2þ system, in Fig. 5, two red horizontal

lines represent the thresholds of channels ωD� and ρD,
respectively. It is clear that as the α increases, the energy of
the continuum state falls towards its threshold. So, there is
no resonance state for this system.
For the IJP ¼ 3

2
0þ system, in Fig. 6, the thresholds of

channels πD, ρD�, and πDð2SÞ are marked with red
horizontal lines. In the vicinity of energies 2800 MeV

FIG. 3. The stabilization plots of the energies of the cqq̄ q̄
system with IJP ¼ 1

2
0þ.

FIG. 4. The stabilization plots of the energies of the cqq̄ q̄
system with IJP ¼ 1

2
1þ.

FIG. 5. The stabilization plots of the energies of the cqq̄ q̄
system with IJP ¼ 1

2
2þ.
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and 2950 MeV, the scattering state composition exceeds
95% and 70%, respectively. Moreover, their rms distances
are larger than 6 fmwith the expansion of space, so that both
of them are false resonance states. Therefore, there is no
resonance state in this system.
For the IJP ¼ 3

2
1þ system, in Fig. 7, the thresholds of

channels πD�, ρD, ρD�, and πD�ð2SÞ are marked with red
horizontal lines. Around the energy 2673 MeV and
2800 MeV, there are avoid-crossing structures. However,
their rms distances are also unstable with increasing space,
and their main components are also scattering states
(around 93% and 86%, respectively), thus both of them

are false resonance states. Therefore, there are also no
resonance states in this system.
For the IJP ¼ 3

2
2þ system, in Fig. 8, the red horizontal

line represents the threshold of the channel ρD�. The case is
similar to the IJP ¼ 1

2
2þ system, so there is no resonance

state in the IJP ¼ 3
2
1þ system.

B. bqq̄ q̄ system

The energies of the bqq̄ q̄ tetraquark system are
listed in Table IV. Meson-meson structure, diquark-
antidiquark structure, and channel-coupling of two
configurations are considered. Here, we also focus on
the S-wave state. So, the possible quantum numbers are
the same as the cqq̄ q̄ system. Since the specific
analysis is similar to that of the cqq̄ q̄ system, to save
space, we only give a brief description of the results for
the bqq̄ q̄ system.
From the numerical results in Table IV, we can see that

for the bq̄-qq̄ system, there is no bound state below the
minimum corresponding threshold for the single channel.
However, after channel-coupling calculation, we obtain
two bound states with binding energies −5 MeV in the
IJP ¼ 1

2
1þ system and −2 MeV in the IJP ¼ 1

2
1þ system,

respectively. Moreover, we also calculate the contributions
of each term in the Hamilton and the rms distances in the
IJP ¼ 1

2
0þ and IJP ¼ 1

2
1þ systems, respectively, listed in

Table V. From Table V, we can see that for the IJP ¼ 1
2
0þ

system with the energy of 5414 MeV, the confinement,
OGE, π-meson exchange, and σ-meson exchange terms
provide attractive interactions, while the kinetic term
provide the repulsive interaction. The attraction provided

FIG. 6. The stabilization plots of the energies of the cqq̄ q̄
system with IJP ¼ 3

2
0þ.

FIG. 7. The stabilization plots of the energies of the cqq̄ q̄
system with IJP ¼ 3

2
1þ.

FIG. 8. The stabilization plots of the energies of the cqq̄ q̄
system with IJP ¼ 3

2
2þ.
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by the π-meson exchange and σ-meson exchange counter-
acts most of the repulsion from the kinetic term. So, the
contributions of Goldstone boson exchanges play an
important role in the formation of the bound states.
Moreover, the rms distances among the quarks
are 1.6–2.2 fm and the main component of this bound
state is πB (97%), which indicates that this bound

state is dominated by the molecular structure. The situation
is similar for the IJP ¼ 1

2
1þ system. The lowest

energy is 5456 MeV with the main component of πB�
(98%), and the rms distances among the quarks are
1.8–2.6 fm, also showing that this bound state is domi-
nated by the molecular structure. Besides, the real-scaling
method is also employed to search for resonance states in

TABLE IV. The energies of the bqq̄ q̄ system. FiSjCk stands for the index of flavor, spin, and color wave functions, respectively. Eth
means the threshold of corresponding channel, Esc is the energy of every single channel, Ecc shows the energy by channel coupling of
one certain configuration, and Emix is the lowest energy of the system by coupling all channels of both configurations. (unit: MeV).

IJP FiSjCk Channel Eth Esc Ecc Emix IJP FiSjCk Channel Eth Esc Ecc Emix

1
2
0þ 111 πB 5419 5421 5420 5414 1

2
1þ 131 πB� 5458 5460 5459 5456

211 ηB 5950 5952 241 ωB 5982 5985
221 ωB� 6021 6023 141 ρB 6053 6055
121 ρB� 6092 6094 231 ηB� 5989 5991

251 ωB� 6021 6023
151 ρB� 6092 6094

112 ½π�8½B�8 6327 132 ½ω�8½B�8 6310
212 ½η�8½B�8 6465 242 ½ρ�8½B�8 6342
222 ½ω�8½B��8 6207 142 ½π�8½B��8 6328
122 ½ρ�8½B��8 6213 232 ½η�8½B��8 6461

252 ½ω�8½B��8 6258
152 ½ρ�8½B��8 6279

423 ½bq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 6383 5828 433 ½bq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 6318 5858
513 ½bq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 5877 543 ½bq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 5892
414 ½bq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 6415 453 ½bq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 6359
524 ½bq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 6256 534 ½bq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 6378

554 ½bq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 6317
444 ½bq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 6410

IJP FiSjCk Channel Eth Esc Ecc Emix IJP FiSjCk Channel Eth Esc Ecc Emix
1
2
2þ 261 ωB� 6021 6024 6024 6024 3

2
0þ 311 πB 5419 5422 5422 5422

161 ρB� 6092 6093 321 ρB� 6092 6094
262 ½ω�8½B��8 6345 312 ½π�8½B�8 6371
162 ½ρ�8½B��8 6406 322 ½ρ�8½B��8 6296
463 ½bq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 6305 6305 623 ½bq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 6252 6208
564 ½bq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 6424 614 ½bq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 6415

IJP FiSjCk Channel Eth Esc Ecc Emix IJP FiSjCk Channel Eth Esc Ecc Emix
3
2
1þ 331 πB� 5458 5461 5461 5461 3

2
2þ 361 ρB� 6092 6095 6095 6095

341 ρB 6053 6056
351 ρB� 6092 6094
332 ½π�8½B��8 6363 362 ½ρ�8½B��8 6404
342 ½ρ�8½B�8 6379
352 ½ρ�8½B��8 6335
633 ½bq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 6294 6222 663 ½bq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 6369 6369
653 ½bq�3̄½q̄ q̄�3 6318
644 ½bq�6½q̄ q̄�6̄ 6410

TABLE V. Contributions of all potentials to the binding energy (unit: MeV) and root-mean-square distances (unit: fm) in the bqq̄ q̄
system.

IJP Energy Kinetic Conf OGE π η σ B.E r12 r13 r14 r23 r24 r34
1
2
0þ 5414 48.0 −2.6 −8.4 −25.2 0.9 −17.7 −5 1.61 2.18 1.61 1.64 2.25 1.64

1
2
1þ 5456 34.5 −1.9 −2.9 −19.6 0.6 −14.0 −2 1.86 2.56 1.86 1.89 2.62 1.89
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the bqq̄ q̄ system. The results are shown in Figs. 9–14,
which show that there is no any genuine resonance state in
the bqq̄ q̄ system.
For both bound states in the bqq̄ q̄ system, we also

investigate the effect of the cutoff on the binding energies.
The general trend is the same as for the cqq̄ q̄ system. The
difference, however, is that as the cutoff is varied, with
the binding energy with IJP ¼ 1=20þ being as high as
−6 MeV and the binding energy with IJP ¼ 1=21þ up
to −3 MeV.

IV. SUMMARY

In this work, the low-lying system Qqq̄ q̄ (Q ¼ c, b and
q ¼ u, d) is systematically investigated in the framework of
the ChQM.Qq̄-qq̄,Qq-q̄ q̄ structures, and channel coupling
of these two configurations are considered. In order to
search for the bound state in the Qqq̄ q̄ system, dynamical
bound-state calculations have been performed. At the same
time, a real-scaling method is employed to find the genuine
resonance states.

FIG. 9. The stabilization plots of the energies of the bqq̄ q̄
system with IJP ¼ 1

2
0þ.

FIG. 10. The stabilization plots of the energies of the bqq̄ q̄
system with IJP ¼ 1

2
1þ.

FIG. 11. The stabilization plots of the energies of the bqq̄ q̄
system with IJP ¼ 1

2
2þ.

FIG. 12. The stabilization plots of the energies of the bqq̄ q̄
system with IJP ¼ 3

2
0þ.
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The bound-state calculations show that for the single
channel, there is no evidence for any bound state below the
minimum threshold in both cqq̄ q̄ and bqq̄ q̄ systems.
However, after coupling all channels, we obtain a bound
state below the minimum threshold in the cqq̄ q̄ system
with the binding energy of 4 MeV, and the quantum number
is IJP ¼ 1

2
0þ. Meanwhile, in the bqq̄ q̄ system, two bound

states with binding energies of 5 MeV and 2 MeV
are obtained, and the quantum numbers are IJP ¼ 1

2
0þ

and IJP ¼ 1
2
1þ, respectively. All three bound states are

obtained by channel coupling, suggesting that channel

coupling effects are important for the formation of bound
states. Moreover, for these three bound states, we study the
contributions of each term in Hamiltonian, and the results
indicate that the Goldstone boson exchange contributions
play a dominant role in the formation of bound states in the
Qqq̄ q̄ (Q ¼ c, b and q ¼ u, d) system. To investigate the
structure of the bound states, we also calculate the rms
distances between quarks and the channel components of
the bound states. The results show that all of the bound
states are dominated by the molecular structure.
To study the dependence of the cutoff on the bound

state, we adjust different cut-off values to observe the
change in the binding energy. When we fix the value of
Λη ¼ 5.2 fm−1, we find that at Λπ ¼ Λσ ¼ 3.5 fm−1, the
binding energy is less than 1 MeV. As we continue to
decrease the values of Λπ and Λσ, the binding energy
vanishes. When the values of Λπ ¼ Λσ are 3.5 fm−1, the
binding energy will increase about 2–3 MeV. From the
numerical results we can see that the binding energy is
relatively sensitive to the cutoff.
Besides, this work shows that the coupling of various

configurations is important to search for resonance states.
We consider not only the cq-q̄ q̄ structure, but also the
cq̄-qq̄ structure and the channel coupling of the two
configurations. It is known that cq-q̄ q̄ states are possible
resonance states, but they could be coupled to the cq̄-qq̄
states, such that the cq-q̄ q̄ states may decay to the
corresponding threshold. We can estimate whether a
resonance state exists after coupling the two structure by
employing the real-scaling method. After calculations and
analysis with the real-scaling method, we find that the
cq-q̄ q̄ states decay to the corresponding threshold. So,
there is no genuine resonance state in cqq̄ q̄ and bqq̄ q̄
systems in present work.
It is worth noting that the lowest-lying positive-parity

charmed mesons, which are directly related to the tetra-
quark states here, need to be discussed. The lightest
charmed scalar meson with positive parity is known as
D�

0ð2300Þ observed at Belle Collaboration [80]. In
Ref. [81], the authors show that the parameters assigned
to the lightest scalar D meson are in conflict with the
precise LHCb data of the decay B− → Dþπ−π− [82] and
these data can be well reproduced by the unitarized chiral
perturbation theory amplitude containing the D�

0ð2100Þ.
The lowestD�

0ð2100Þ is close to our binding energy (1998)
in the cqq̄ q̄ tetraquark system with IJP ¼ 1=20þ.
Therefore, we calculate the P-wave IJP ¼ 1=20þ scalar
Dmeson. Its mass is 2454 MeV, which is much higher than
the binding energy (1998 MeV) of the cqq̄ q̄ system. Thus,
we expect that the mixing of P-wave meson with tetra-
quark in the IJP ¼ 1=20þ state will not affect the result
much. For the bqq̄ q̄ with IJP ¼ 1=20þ and IJP ¼ 1=21þ
systems, the situation is similar to the cqq̄ q̄ system. For the
bound states, we can via possible decay process to

FIG. 13. The stabilization plots of the energies of the bqq̄ q̄
system with IJP ¼ 3

2
1þ.

FIG. 14. The stabilization plots of the energies of the bqq̄ q̄
system with IJP ¼ 3

2
2þ.
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reconstruct them, using scattering phase shifts or correlation
functions, and thus confirm whether the bound states exist
or not.Take bound state 1998 [X(1998)], for example. In the
cqq̄ q̄ system with IJP ¼ 1=20þ state, through the process
Xð1998Þ → KSππ, the experiment can measure the final
state particles, reconstruct Xð1998Þ from this information,
and thus find out whether Xð1998Þ exists or not. In the same
way, for the bound state 5414[Xð5414Þ] with IJP ¼ 1=20þ
state in the bqq̄ q̄ system, one can utilize decay process
Xð5414Þ → D�K�π to reconstruct Xð5414Þ, and determine
its existence. Regarding the bound state 5456[Xð5456Þ]

with IJP ¼ 1=21þ state, the decay process Xð5456Þ →
Dππ can be employed to reconstruct Xð5456Þ, which makes
it easier to determine its existence.
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